Ebook 1: How to Survive in the West

The Future of Muslims in the West
Say: If your fathers, your children, your brothers, your wives, your family, the money you have earned, the business in which you fear a loss, and the home in which you find comfort – if they are more dearer to you than Allah (God), His Messenger, and Jihad (Struggling) in His path, then wait...

...then wait till Allah brings about His torment (on you - through the hands of your enemies), and Allah does not guide the rebellious people.

(Quran 9:24)
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When you go outside, you see young guys standing together in the streets.

Now imagine you give these guys; cars, weapons, money & a goal?

What is the police? The police are a group of guys with cars, guns and money.

What is a country? 1 leader or a group of leaders who force their rules on millions of people, they are protected by allot of men with cars and guns (the police.) The people who do not follow his rules are threatened that they will be captured and punished.
Gangs – the Future trend in the modern world:

If we look around the world today, we see many gangs forming wherever there is instability. Gangs form in places where there is lack of security, where people fear - they seek protection in a more powerful force.

Before the modern era, people would seek protection with their families, tribes and clans. If a person from the tribe was attacked, the entire tribe would seek revenge for him.

With the breakdown of family life in the modern world, people turned to nation states for protection. However, over the years the protection given by nation states has been reduced, and people again are turning to gang leaders who project power in communities. If a person belonging to a strong gang is attacked, he can be certain his fellow gang members will seek revenge for him.

To be part of a tribe or gang, you have to obey the tribal/gang leader, if you reject his laws, you will face the consequences of treason. You might be killed, you might be imprisoned, or you might be rejected/disowned. Being alone means you can be attacked by anyone from any side without any protection. So having no tribe/gang means you have no respect, no value in society.

Practising Muslims today have no protection if attacked by thugs or police forces. Muslims are divided based on sectarianism, and they have no real sense of unity. When Muslim homes are raided, there is a sense of uncertainty and fear in the community. Some Muslims are saddened, and feel helpless while others are simply grateful they were not raided. The sincere believers are saddened because they know the believers are all brothers, they wish they could help. If you are one of those believers who want to defend Muslims and be of those who consequentially liberate Rome, then this book is for you.

The aim of this book is to give Muslims a starting point on how to make their own gangs and grow them into a Jihadi movement which can recruit and become a force of strength in the West. So let’s begin with the help of Allah.
How do Gangs begin?

The word for 'Gang' in Arabic is 'Usbah, coming from the root word 'Usb, which means: 'to Tie/bind something tightly together with Force.'

So a Gang, or an 'Usbah is something (such as family ties, or an ideology) which groups/binds people together tightly in loyalty, and this group of people has Force (power).

Gangs usually begin from a core circle of people with a goal. This core group of people will have strong loyalty to each other, so they might be brothers, relatives or best friends.

Allah (God) informs us: 'No doubt, the believers are nothing but brothers...' (Quran 49:10)

This group of loyal brothers will have a goal, they might want to get more money, or they seek more power. Or they might be luckier, being chosen by Allah to change history, remove oppression and be part of those who make Allah’s guidance supreme on the Earth.

So how do movements like this actually begin?
Gangs require

Goal 1: Leadership:
A Gang leader is chosen because he has special traits which give him respect amongst people. These traits include strength and authority, the ability to lead people, to be charismatic, to speak fluently, and to be solid and unwavering when making decisions. The leader will be the one everyone looks up to, and when he speaks - he is listened to.

Goal 2: Turf and Territory:
The leader will be located in a specific town or neighbourhood, usually where he is trusted and has grown up. This is the gangs ’turf’ area where his commands are implemented and followed. Insiders and even outsiders cannot enter this territory except they have to follow those laws which he has made, and will face the consequences if they do not. Laws are made by gang leaders to ensure their authority stays strong in their turf. If the leader wants to keep his power for a long time, he will make laws to keep the society stable, so the citizens feel safe and satisfied with their new leader.

The leader will project his power by winning over the population. He will provide them with life’s necessities like; safety, property, water, electricity, gas, jobs, and in return they will pay him back through loyalty and financial support (tax money.) This is called ‘soft power.’ A leader’s first line of defence is a loyal population. A clever leader will try to gain as much loyal followers as he can.

Goal 3: Loyal followers:
A leader will try to win over people to his side by giving them jobs and positions. Those who have shown him support from the beginning will have a higher position and possibly a higher salary than those who came later. These members will be ‘elite members’ of the gang, and be the closest to the gang leader. Giving elite positions to the loyalest followers ensures he has a core group who will stick by him through difficulties and ease.

The rest of the citizens in the community will have a rank in accordance to their loyalty to the gang cause. People who live their normal lives without being supporters, nor a treacherous to the gang will be left alone. However, they will have to show signs of loyalty -atleast outwardly- to ensure they are not against the new leadership.

Summary: In this chapter, we see that a leader is someone who is well respected or feared by society. He has a loyal core of armed men and a loyal population who protect his authority position, and in return he gives them life's necessities (safety, and jobs etc.) in return that they give him some Taxes yearly for their protection to be maintained.

A leader like this might be called a Tribal elder, a King, a President or a Caliph, while others will call him a Gang leader. The title doesn't matter, what matters is he has Authority to enforce his commands over people (a clear example today is the Caliph Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi who is rejected by world leaders, but he still has won the hearts and minds of millions of Muslim followers across the world.)
Your plan - changing from lone wolves to an armed gang:

We have already discussed in the ebook 'How to Survive in the West' how to be a Lone wolf.

In this ebook - 'Muslim Gangs' - we want to go beyond that and transform ourselves into a Gang of strength.

The first thing you need to decide is – what is your goal as a Gang? Do you want to do Propaganda work to change your society, or do you want to do Military work and form your own armed militia?

Pick one of the 2 Arms: Every country and terrorist organisation has 2 main Arms. Your core group will also have 2 arms. A Propaganda Arm, and a Military Arm. Your gang can work on one of these Arms only, or both. Let's take a look at how each one can work.
PROPAGANDA ARM:

Propaganda Goal 1: Local Humanitarian Institutes:

The goal of the propaganda arm is to win the hearts and minds of the Muslims in your community to your cause. Your cause is the defence of the Muslim people. You are trying to teach them to be a real community who will care for each other by sharing; useful knowledge, resources, and efforts with each other. You are trying to revive a sense of community so people want to willingly offer their services for free in your community.

We, the Muslim people are the most generous people by Allah’s grace, we help poor people in different parts of the world all the time. But the time is now coming when there will be a lot of restrictions put on Muslims in the West, our charity organisations will be threatened for supposedly ‘funding terrorists abroad.’ We will be abused and excluded from the rest of society. So having a 9 to 5 pm job while sending money to the poor people in other countries will not be sufficient. Now we will have to work together as a community to support each other with our skills and money. The Propaganda Arm’s goal is to educate and make the Muslim people aware, to unite them, and to encourage them to share whatever good knowledge they have to offer on a united platform (like a mosque or local radio station etc.)

Encourage your community to engage with each other in humanitarian causes locally instead of abroad. For example: You could encourage Muslim doctors to give First Aid courses in mosques. (In the long term, this could be helpful when the Jihad arrives in your neighbourhood.) Think practically and imagine your town was attacked by neo-Nazis’ and Muslims were refused services by non-Muslim governments, what services would Muslims need? Watch the news to see what type of difficulties people are going through during war for a preview of the future in Europe. (for example: Doctors in Yemen’s civil war emphasise they need to especially work on: i - removing bullets by surgery, and ii - need to treat burns due to explosions. This shows these 2 fields are especially important and therefore are a priority for more Muslim learning.)

The Propaganda Arm focuses more on the humanitarian aspect, its goal is to win Muslim hearts to the defence cause so they can provide training (like First Aid training) and health services (like makeshift hospitals) in the future. The Propaganda Arm is using soft power techniques to build a united Muslim community which appreciates self-defence, a community which can support fellow believers in (future) times of difficulty and war.

The people do not even know it, except you are preparing them for the tough times ahead. So that, when it happens – the preparations of makeshift hospitals, local doctors and donors are already there when Muslims will be most in need of these services.
**Propaganda 2: Being an Inspiring speaker:**

Learning to speak and inspire people is extremely important in Jihad. The new era isn't about which country’s leader you are, political puppet leaders in the East and West are now irrelevant. The new type of leaders are charismatic people with a sweet tongue who win the hearts of people and lead 'tribes' of people at a local community level. They have followers because they are influential and have sponsors who give money to unite and rally people under a cause.

This is one of the reasons why America was droning especially charismatic leaders of Al Qaeda in Afghanistan in the 2012-13 period. America feared that eloquent orator speakers of the Jihad would win over more Muslims hearts', so killing them was America and the West's top priority. Everyone who knows basic Arabic (or has read translations) of speeches of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), the Sahaba (his Companions), and leaders of global Jihad today like Osama bin Laden, Abu Mus'ab al-Zarqawi, Anwar al-Awlaki, Abu Yahya al-Libi, and Abu Muhammad al-Adnani's knows they are extremely awesome speakers. These people were and are leaders of Jihad and rallied many people behind them due to their brilliance in inspiring people to Jihad. Mujahideen in the Muslim world have a top priority in training the next generation to be excellent speakers because the coming war is about ideas and winning people over to your cause. This should be your priority too.

Being a perfect orator is about speaking powerful worlds briefly, direct and to the point. Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the leader of the Islamic State has released about only 5 speeches (each speech being about 15mins long only) since he has taken the leadership of the Islamic State over the past 3 years. So when his speech is released, the entire world from the East to the West open their ears to hear what he will say. This is unlike other world leaders who speak for hours upon hours daily and people do not bother to listen to them.

So perfect speech is "Qal wa dal" (Arabic meaning: 'Short, but to the point'). It is fluent and meaningful, and inspires people to do action.

So if you want to inspire Muslims, but do not know what to say, then get translations off the internet of the speeches of Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him), and of the leaders of the Jihad (download the Tor browser [Torproject.org] to browse anonymously and to hide your IP address) when searching for speeches. Understand them, memorize them and teach them to your loyal friends and children. Because soon you will need to encourage Muslims to rise up, and you might have to represent your gang through speeches or your audio releases. A perfect place to practice your eloquence skills is in mosques and Dawah stalls.

**Dawah stalls:**

Open up Dawah (invite to Islam) stalls, wherein you inform people in your community about Islam. Dawah stalls can be someone from your people giving leaflets out in the streets, to buildings where people are invited for a meal. The priority with these Dawah stalls and events is to win the hearts and minds of Muslims, to make a dedicated community of followers who will be able to have a more brotherly relationship with each other while learning the guidance of the religion. You might just sit and watch Islamic lectures together. Do a youtube search for brother Mizanur Rahman (Twitter: @Abu_Baraa1) and you will find his youtube lectures interesting because they clarify -based on
Shari'ah- your rights and duties as a Muslim living in the West from both an Islamic and Western perspective. The priority of Dawah stalls is to win and unite the hearts of the believers in one place. You never know, there might be a time your neighbourhood is threatened and a community of believers is needed!

People like Anjem Choudhary and Abu Waleed hold Dawah stalls like this often through their previous organisation called Shariah4UK. Nothing illegal should be discussed in Dawah stalls, infact spies are even recruited by intelligence agencies to listen in on what people talk about in these events. If you want to talk about anything with trusted friends in private, then talk with them at home or in a park with your phone battery removed.

A ebook called Black Flags from Rome states:

After the banning and arrest of 'hate preachers' and their organisations (like al-Muhajiroun) in the West, they formed new groups like "Shariah4UK", "Shariah4Belgium" etc. these groups were the same but just renamed, there leaders alot more 'clever' in their techniques than the previous generation. They would call for the re-establishment of the Islamic Law within Europe where they lived, but they did not call for anything illegal. People like Anjem Choudhary were lawyers before they were practising Muslims, so they knew how the law works. Everyday they would study the latest version of the Anti-Terrorism Act (Law), and then call for Islamic law while staying within the guidelines of the British and Western law. This way, they could never be doing anything illegal while fulfilling the obligation of calling for Islam to be the highest. They would use the 'freedom of expression' given to them to spread their beliefs. This put the European governments in a big dilemma...

How could they stop an unapologetic version of Islam from being spread in the heart of Europe, while the preachers stay within the law? They could make the laws more harsher, but then they will be exposed for preventing 'freedom of speech'. They can make laws specifically targeting Muslims, but even more Muslims will get alienated and become violent 'extremists.'

These 'Shariah4Europe' groups were explicit in their Tableegh (Conveying knowledge) that Islam should be superior. But this is exactly how the Messengers’ of God were too. They ignored the petty insults people threw at Islam in the media, and continued to show the high lofty standards of Islam and its superiority over other ways of life (ideologies). This is what frustrated the disbelievers in the days of old and even now. So what could they do??

So they plotted a new plot. If the Muslims were going to make 'Shariah groups' which stay within the law, then they too will make 'Anti-Shariah groups' which stay within the law. So rich anti-Islam people began funding far-right groups in different parts of the world whose only main focus is to fight Islam while staying within the guidelines of the law of the land. The English Defense League (EDL) and BritainFirst groups were formed in the UK, and many far-rights groups which were specifically against Islam began to rise in different countries throughout Europe.

All groups would begin their own 'peaceful protests' to promote their agenda.

Islamic groups would do peaceful protests calling for Shari'ah (Islamic Law) to be superior. They knew it was impossible at this stage for that to happen, but they felt that normal Da'wah (inviting people to Islam) was not having any major effect in removing the evils of society. Public protests would give an opportunity for the media to show why Muslims feel Islamic Shari'ah is superior to
other man made laws. Shariah4Europe type groups also began 'Shariah Patrols' where they stopped vice (evils) with 'their hands or speech' in the streets instead of merely 'hating it in the heart' (which is 'the lowest of faith' according to Prophetic sayings). In simple terms, these groups felt that changing the society was a necessary obligation no matter where a people lived (because the world belongs to God), even if they were in the heart of Europe. Because this was the ways of the Prophets - to speak out against the wrongs of the ruling class and to forbid evil.

To counter this, 'peaceful protests' by Anti-Islamic groups would also take place near Mosques and 'halal' meat stores. Emotional speeches would be given which would entice many of the young hot-headed EDL (English Defense League) members to attack mosques, sometimes enticing the ex-army members to attack Muslim women, or to make nail bombs to attack mosques etc.

In simple words, a clash of civilizations was occuring. A neo-Nazi order was forming in Europe as a reaction to real political Shari'ah-Islam.

The future of Europe would be a violent one, until – "you will raid/attack Rome, and Allah will enable you to conquer it.” – Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him.)

Altering the Mainstream Narrative in town:

After learning your eloquence skills, you as the Propaganda Arm want to have influence the Narrative in the town. You want the people in the town to hear a different side to the mainstream media, so if a Muslim home is raided in your town, the people will be confused and then the police will usually arrive to try to justify this raid to the Muslim public. But you have to show the other side of the story. People will believe a fellow Muslim more than they believe the police’s narrative, so tell them of how more and more Islamic beliefs are becoming criminalized, and that even they could be next. This fear which people have of raids cannot be ignored – someone needs to answer people’s questions. People whose houses have been raided in the past and later released especially need to tell people what happens, why it happens, and what happens in prison. It is things like this which will strengthen the community because they will have their questions answered, and the unknown will become clear to them. They will want to work more closely with each other because they will realise they have a common enemy who is after them (the police.)

Most Muslims right now think the police is good, but over the years they will realise the police is gradually shifting towards the far right and being recruited by the neo-Nazis’ and freemason hubs. They are becoming militarized and resemble the American army and PMC’s (Private Military Companies) which invaded Iraq 10 years ago (this will be explained more in a later chapter.) But I will tell you this – us Muslims and our ethnic minorities will become alienated, so we will have to work together as gangs to fight the common neo-Nazi enemy.

In the next page, I will now show you a news article of what is happening to Muslims in the West. Take note of how people who people trust in society (such as Teachers) will call the police to arrest Muslim students for not watching sex education videos. Then see how harshly the police treats the Muslim family by taking their children away, and you will realise why they are the enemy.
Dutch authorities terrorising a Muslim family (31st May 2015)

The Dutch authorities terrorising a Muslim family because of the father’s rejection of his son partaking in sex education in school. Dr Adnan Kullab is a doctor originally from Palestine (Gaza), he has been living in Holland as a refugee along with his wife Dr Ala’ (originally from Russia) and four children: Najib (17), Younis (14), Asmaa (7) and Aminah (3).

Dr Adnan’s eldest son Najib refused to take part in sex education. The teacher shocked by Najib’s refusal asked why, he responded by saying Islam prohibits him watching these films about sex and it was also a commandment of his father to him. The teacher couldn’t tolerate this and labelled Najib a ‘reactionary Muslim student and failure’. She asked Najib to call his father to meet the school principal.

Dr Adnan came to school to meet the principal, he was asked why he doesn’t he allow his son to watch these movies (about sex) to which he responded: “I respect your religion and believe that Jesus is the prophet of God, as I believe in the existence of the Jewish religion, even though they are occupiers and persecuted my my people, but I respect their beliefs…”

School Director counted Dr. Adnan and his family “abnormal”, and needs to be addressed in the psychological and psychiatric hospital, because; according to the viewpoint of Madar- he deprived children from attending “important” lessons such as issues as those dealing with sex education. Dr. Adnan came out of the meeting and was surprised the see the presence of an ambulance from a mental hospital and police vehicle which the school called just in case of any ‘backlash’.

According to Palestine Online, the family was evicted from their house which was provided by the government. Dr Adnan decided to leave Holland and sought asylum in Germany. The German authorities accepted his asylum and told him that he is welcome unless requested by the Dutch authorities, which he had feared. The Dutch authorities requested that the family be deported back to Holland and they were subsequently sent back.

Here is the video of the distraught parents in Holland crying and pleading with the police not to take their children.

The moment the police took away Dr Adnan’s son Yunus:

The police forcibly removed the mother and two young daughters, Dr Adnan and his sons tried to prevent them from taking their children but they were pepper-sprayed. The mother and two daughters were taken by the police station, the mother was beaten up in front of her children and was then dragged outside and dumped on the floor semi-unconscious. Dr Adnan and his sons were arrested for ‘violence’ against the police.

The wife of Dr Adnan Kullab spent the whole night in front of a police station in the city Breda.

Sources: Palestine Online | Shehab News
everywhere. And if the Crusaders today have begun to bother the Muslims who continue to live in the lands of the cross by monitoring them, arresting them, and questioning them, then soon they will begin to displace them and take them away either dead, imprisoned, or homeless. They will not leave anyone amongst them except one who apostatizes from his religion and follows theirs. And you will remember what I now say to you, and I entrust my affair to Allah.

- Caliph Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi
Propaganda Goal 3: Removing the fear of the Police and Authorities:

Over the years, a lot of people in the West have assumed the police to be good and helpers of the people. But the deception is being revealed, and people are realising that the police are enforcers of the rule of tyrants as we have seen in Ferguson in the USA, and against Muslims everywhere in the world. But there is good news.

As the West gets poorer due to its costly wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, its governments have less money and they are in debt. They have to cut down the amount of money they can use to provide services, which means there are less jobs. There are less police now in Western countries than there were 10 years ago, and many police stations have even been closed down. In an average town, there are around 3 or 4 police officers only, and if there is an emergency – they will call for backup police from other towns to support them.

So ask yourself, who is stronger? 3 police officers in an entire town, or a whole population in your town? Now imagine the people in your town knew and internalised this reality and were willing to make a change. What could they do?

Tawahhush - to seclude the Muslim communities:

The strategic term Tawahhush was created by a modern global Jihad strategist called Abu Bakr Naji, who made the strategy that Muslims should seclude themselves from other parts of society so they can achieve their goals without interference from outsiders. The word Tawahhush comes from the Arabic word 'Wahsh' which refers to animals (i.e. wolves) which do not get along with others. The root meaning of Wahsh is to be alone without friendliness, just like you will not see a wolf being friendly with non-wolves. Tawahhush therefore means 'to do the act of seclusion, to only ally with your own, and to not have mercy on outsiders.'

How to apply Tawahhush in the West:

The first thing we want to do when securing our turf is to make ourselves feel safe from outsiders - the police, who could raid our homes at anytime. So we want the police to feel uncomfortable in our neighbourhoods, the same way they make us feel uncomfortable with their raids on Muslims.

Recruiting teenagers and children:

Stage 1 - Psychological distance:

You want to play the role of an older brother or sister who the young people look up to. So talk to them, play with them, and buy them gifts so they become close to you. Make them trust you more than outsiders, because the young generation is the future. You will warn the children of the dangers of the police, tell them how they raid Muslim homes and imprison our brothers and sisters on false accusations. Tell them stories of how we feel unsafe and how they make it a crime for us to morally support Muslims around the world, and they do not even let us leave the West if we want to. Tell
them that they should not talk openly with the police, or else they could be taken away from their parents. These are realities Muslims face everyday, we need to make them aware.

This will make the young generation stay distant from the police. They will hate it. The police will try to come to their schools to win their hearts and minds, but tell the kids: ‘Who do you trust more? Your fellow Muslim brothers, or the ones who imprison Muslims?’

You will have more opportunities to win them over because the children are your relatives and people you genuinely care for.

Stage 2 - Physical distance:

Many teenagers are already frustrated with police and will be happy if you encourage them to deter it. So if they see a police car parked up, tell them to cover their faces and go to slash its tyres. When the police come into your neighbourhoods, tell the young people to warn the elders, and then to cover their faces and throw things at it.

A news article titled:

"Muslim Gangs Continue To Terrorize 55 Neighborhoods, Police Powerless.” states:

"[Police] Patrol cars are frequently pelted with rocks, and the drivers are targeted with green lasers, blinding drivers with the powerful, hand-held lasers."

Someone might think the police will bring in many reinforcements, but the news article continues:

"In May 2014, two police officers were cornered by 50 thugs in the no-go zone of Landskrona (in Sweden). They pulled their weapons to hold off the attackers and called for backup, but the police commander refused to send in backup, fearing escalation. One of the officers knew a few locals who intervened and convinced the gang to let the officers escape.

Note: these youth are just rebellious teenagers, but imagine we orchestrated this everywhere in an organised way?

Question: Why are we targeting the Police when they can protect us?

Someone might say that the police help people in the community. But the police are the ones enforcing the draconian laws which are especially against us and our people. We are deterring the police from entering our neighbourhoods so they do not feel confident in raiding us. We are not the first people to do this, many Latin American neighbourhoods also do "civil disobedience" when the hated police enters their turf. The police might be of some benefit to people in need, but their overall harm to the Muslims is greater.
Remember, the town does not belong to the police. It belongs to the people who live in it and work it. If it belonged to the police, it would be a police state. If it belonged to the government, they would be at peace with us and not victimise us. We want to put so much distance between us and the police, so that it prefers to be barricaded in its police stations, far from our neighbourhoods.

So now we have made a culture of Tawahhush (confronting and deterring the enemy) police, we will have some lawlessness and freedom of movement in our turf. Al Qa’idah, the Islamic State and many Mujahideen groups thrived in areas where there was lawlessness because they could buy smuggled goods from the blackmarket and train without fear of police. If police did come, the people in the area would inform everyone because this was a no-go zone for the police.

Abu Mus‘ab az-Zarqawi said,

“We do not perform jihad here for a fistful of dirt or an illusory border drawn up by Sykes and Picot. Similarly, we do not perform jihad for a Western taghut (tyrant) to take the place of an Arab taghut (tyrant). Rather our jihad is loftier and more superior. We perform jihad so that Allah’s word becomes supreme and that the religion becomes completely for Allah. (And fight them until there is no fitnah and [until] the religion, all of it, is for Allah) [Quran Al-Anfāl 8: 39]. Everyone who opposes this goal or stands in the path of this goal is an enemy for us and a target for our swords, whatever his name may be and whatever his lineage may be. We have a religion that Allah revealed to be a scale and a judge. Its statement is decisive and its judgment is not amusement. It is the kinship between us and the people, for our scales – by Allah’s grace – are divine, our laws are Quranic, and our judgments are upon the prophetic tradition. The American Muslim is our beloved brother. And the kafir (disbelieving) Arab is our despised enemy even if we and he were to have shared the same womb.”

(Al-Mawqif ash-Shar‘i min Hukūmat Karazay al-‘Irāq )
Now that we've looked at the Propaganda Arm, let's move onto the Military Arm. The Military Arm focuses on Armed defence and attack, they will be the 'security' of the Muslim people in the future.

The goals of the Military Arm:

i – to make a small gang with useful contacts.

ii – to Finance itself (get money),

iii – to Make/get hold of weapons (i.e. knives, guns, bombs etc.), and train how to use them.

iv – to Build up and secure this arsenal of weapons in a safe place while remaining anonymous and 'off the radar'.

We have already studied some of these methods in ebook 1: 'How to Survive in the West - a Mujahid Guide'. However, Book 1 took a lone wolf approach. This 2nd ebook will look at it from a 'Gangs' perspective.

**Small cells:** To make your own small cell of gang members, getting recruits will involve you working with a few of your close, trusted friends who have a similar Jihadi ideology to you. These friends will be the core of your future armed group.

**Pick a leader:** From your core group, choose the one who is respected the most from everyone to be the leader. He will make the final decisions after hearing all of your opinions. This leader should be decisive and no-one should doubt his decisions after they have been made. He will be the overall leader of all projects, and the closer he is in excellent character to the Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him), the more suited he is to be appointed as the boss. This small core group of friends are Islamic, but others in society do not need to know this. To others, you’re just a small petty gang of wannabes who want to get money.

**Making Contacts - Win over (ex)gang members or ask them for tips and advice:** Winning over or befriending Muslim (ex)gang members is a good idea, because they know the street language, the signals and danger signs and techniques which you probably do not know. They also have (or had) trustworthy contacts which will allow you to save time and protect yourself from undercover-police dealers.

**An example of Experience:** A person who has experience in dealing in the black market says: ‘Dealers will always come to meet you AFTER you have arrived at the meetup place. It’s only the (undercover) police who will come earlier than you at a meeting (because they are ‘desperate to catch you out’.)

You realise how small things like this can only be learned from experience in the blackmarket and underworld. This is why having (ex-)gang members on your side will save you alot of time and effort. But remember, you should only befriend (ex-)gang members who you know personally for a long time, do not befriend random gang members because they might be recruited by intelligence agencies after reading this book.
Getting money:

The 1st priority for your small gang is to get hold of money. There are many underground gangs within the West right now, and money is their number 1 goal. Why? Because money is power - you can only get recruits in the future if you pay them money. Below are a few examples of how gangs in the West get their money:

1 – Stealing from Jewellery stores or places containing Expensive re-sellable items (i.e. Phones)
(search on youtube for the Vice documentary on: the Pink Panthers.)
Also watch movies on Bank, Casino and Museum robberies to see the techniques they use.

2 – Credit card fraud
(stealing people’s credit card from their wallet.)

3 – Exploding Cash machines (with a ‘gas leak explosion.’)

A lot of Eastern European gangs do this in Western Europe:

Person 1 – get a long rubber string (about 10 metres long) – insert it into the slot of the cash machine (where the money comes out from) – stick it down with duct tape, then stretch it out towards you (you should be about 10 metres away from the cash machine to light it up after the next step.)
[Note: You can use an Ematch too – see next pages]

Person 2 - get a small Propane gas can, attach a rubber pipe to it, insert this pipe in the slot where the cash comes out from. Start to release the gas so it fills in the Cash machine. After about 1 minute, stop and quickly run many metres away.

Person 1 will light up the rubber string, the rubber will burn and the flame will travel towards the inside of the cash machine slot – and the propane gas gathered inside the cash machine will ignite with the flame and explode (a “gas leak explosion.”)

The metal front of the cash machine will be blown off (see picture), and you can collect all the money which was sitting behind the machine.

4 – Get Donations (through charities, donations or whatever means are available)

[Example: Al Qa'idah in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) in the mid 2000s would collect money by telling Muslims in Saudi Arabia that they would use the money to help the weak and oppressed Muslims. People would donate, thinking the money was going to charitable activities. But the Mujahideen were buying weapons with that money because their end goal was to help the weak and oppressed believers. This was good for both sides - the donor and the receiver, both saved themselves from danger.]
Making Weapons:

What are Bombs?
A bomb is made of 4 things:

i - a tightly closed **Container** (like a metal box),

ii - filled with **Explosives** (example: the Blackpowder from Fireworks.)

iii – a **Fuse** (from fireworks, or a Rubber [Latex]) string coming out of the Container.

iv – **Shrapnel**: a few metal nails, sharp rocks, ballbearings etc. which are added in the container and will shoot out like bullets when the container explodes.)

How it works:
When the Fuse is lit, you throw the Bomb – the fire from the Fuse goes down into the Container – making the Explosives inside go on fire (ignite). When they ignite – they release gases which start building up inside the Container. When more gases keep being released, the Container can’t take their pressure anymore and finally rips open and explodes out whatever was inside of it.

---

**This Soda Can Grenade** is filled with Explosive powder (i.e. from Fireworks) and possibly also Shrapnel (i.e. metal nails etc.)

A Fuse is inserted in it (example: a Rubber band) or cut off from a Firework and put in here.)

It is closed and sealed fully (i.e. with masking tape.)

**How it works:**
When the Fuse is lit, the Can is thrown at the enemy, and it will explode after a few seconds. The Can and whatever is inside of it will damage the enemy.

---

**Portable Pressure cooker**

Filled with Explosives (like Blackpowder or Drain cleaner Bleach (i.e. Drano))

The Shrapnel is nails and metal pieces.

It is hid in a backpack so people do not recognise it's a bomb.

**How it works:**
When it is Closed and switched on - it will heat up. Pressure will build up inside it, the Blackpowder will start to burn due to the heat, and it will explode after some minutes.

The nails will shoot everywhere and shoot as projectiles everywhere, they will cut or even kill people near.

The Tsarnaev brothers used this Pressure Cooker Bomb in the Boston attack by filling it with 1.6kg Blackpowder from fireworks and Nails and Ball bearings as shrapnel.
How can you light up a bomb Fuse from far away with a Button Switch?
Answer: With a Christmas light electric Ematch:

How to make a LED Match (EMatch) - a Match which lights up with a Electric wire

How it works: When an electric current passes through the LED wires - it will release Electric sparks which will ignite the Match head. The Match head will ignite the Firework wick and make a Big flame. This Big flame will ignite the Main explosive.

Note: LED's can be found on Christmas Tree lights

Circuit Board connected to your LightBulb & Bomb

Bomb Container (i.e. Pipe) expands because of the explosions inside it & finally rips open & Explodes in all directions.
Blackpowder (Main Explosive) is ignited by LED Match (EMatch)

The Flame from the LED Match lights up the Blackpowder, causing the Blackpowder to go on fire.
The fire will go more intense as more of it is burnt, and explosive gases will be released in the pipe.

We have made the LED Bulb into an Electric Match so when electricity passes through it - the LED Match light up and ignite the Blackpowder in the Pipe.

Note: Lithium Batteries are also explosives; ignite them in your Pipe Bomb will also cause them to explode the Pipe.
How to make a Cellphone Detonator - Instructions:

These are good because you can switch on your explosive Light bulb from anywhere in the world using a cheap Cellphone.

1 - You can see it is a cheap Nokia Cellphone, you open it up till you can see the Circuit board.

2 - Find the Vibrator - Solder (or carefully stick with Electrical Tape) 2 naked wires onto it (normal wires can be stripped with Pliers till the shiny metal part of the wire is seen, and that is what we want stuck onto the Vibrator.)

Caution: the 2 naked wires should NOT touch each other, otherwise it will be a Short circuit (& it won't work.)

3 - Put the cover casing back on the phone, making sure the 2 wires come out of the phone so you can use them (but they should remain stuck to the Vibrator in the Circuitboard).

Note: sometimes you might have to make a hole in the casing of the phone to let the wires come out.

4 - Stick the 2 wires underneath the Bulb (using Solder or Electrical tape). Any one of the wires under the Positive (+ sign), the other under the Negative (-) sign of the Bulb.

Now call the Cellphone - when the Vibrator vibrates - the Light Bulb will receive an Electric current (because of the wires you stuck to it) & it will light up! (if you had an Explosive powder (i.e. Match powder + sugar) in the Bulb that would explode too)

Remember:

Change your Phone to Vibrate ONLY when you get a call (when you phone it) to ensure you are the only one that is going to trigger it.

Alarm Clock Detonator: if you wanted to make your Detonator based on a Clock Timer (a Time Bomb) instead of a Cellphone - you would solder or stick your 2 wires onto the Buzzer of an Alarm clock (you would have to find the Buzzer in the Circuitboard of the Clock through your own experimentation or research [i.e. by opening the clock and seeing which thing on the circuitboard makes the buzz sound.]) So if you set an Alarm i.e. in 24 hours, your Buzzer would make a noise in 24 hours - sending an Electrical signal through your soldered wires to the Bulb.

Note: the Bulb in the above diagram represents the LED Ematch (Electric Match) you made in the previous page. You can switch on your EMatch from anywhere by ringing a phone connected to the Ematch.
In Iraq – Mujahideen would put a Pipe Bomb in a bag which also contained: Fertilizer powder (Ammonium nitrate) mixed with Fuel Oil (i.e. Petrol or Diesel.) [a powerful Explosive called ANFO (meaning: Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil).]

Circuit includes: a Battery -- a Button (switch) -- a EMatch in the Pipe Bomb.

**What is happening inside the car?**

1 – A Button is next to the driver. When he pushes the button, a full circuit is made. So a current passes from the Battery and travels through the wires to ignite the EMatch in the Pipe Bomb.

2 - The EMatch inside the Pipe Bomb ignites the Explosives (i.e. Blackpowder) in the Pipe Bomb. The Pipe Bomb explodes in about 4 seconds.

3 – The Pipe Bomb is stuck on the Propane can with heavy masking tape. So when it explodes, it rips through the Propane can too. The fire from the Pipe bomb explosion ignites the gases leaked out from the Propane can – making a big roaring fire.

4 – The big fire ignites all the Fireworks stuck on the other Fuel and Propane cans, ripping through their containers and making a massive explosion to be released from the boot of the car and exploding towards whoever is near the car.
SUICIDE BELT TYPE #6

6 Pipe Bombs put into a Belt.
They are all connected to a Full circuit (Relay circuit)
Each Pipe Bomb has a Ematch inserted in it.
When the button is pressed, the Ematches ignite the
Explosive powder in the Pipe Bombs. Causing a big
explosion and killing the martyrdom operator and whoever
was near him.

SUICIDE BELT TYPE #2

This Martyrdom Belt is connected to 6 pieces of Dynamite.

A Cheap cellphone wired unto
Explosives. (i.e. a Pipe Bomb
Dynamite, C-4 etc.)

When the phone rings, the
electric current will ignite the
Ematch, which will ignite the Main
explosive and cause it to
explode.

Explosives connected to a Ematch,
which will ignite when it up through
a phone call you make to it

(see CellPhone
Detonator page)

BACKPACK IED - PROpane tanks
INERT TRAINING AID

FEATURES:
- MEDIUM PIPE BOMB
- 2 MEDIUM PROPANE TANKS
- RC TRIGGER

When the Phone
rings, it will light up an
Ematch placed inside
the Pipe Bomb.

When the Pipe Bomb
ignites - it will explode
and rip apart the
Propane tanks, and
ignite the leaked gas
within them too -
causing a massive
explosion.
Where you are at right now:

By now, you will have a few gang members, and you know how to make Bombs, and you will have some money. With that money, you probably bought a lot of fireworks and soda cans to make your own improvised grenades. If you want to test them, then practice on a day when people are doing fireworks. What you do next is up to you.

You have the following options:

1- Getting more money.
2- Recruiting more people.
3- Getting more weapons.
4- War

Let’s take a small preview on each of these options:

Getting more money:
Advantage: You are working like other gangs in getting money.
Disadvantage: your group will stay small to keep it secret & so people don’t fight over money.

Recruiting more people:
Advantage: You can win more people to join your gang and do missions for you.
Disadvantage: You will have less security because more people will know about your gang’s activities.

Getting more weapons:
Advantage: you will get more power to do more violent attacks.
Disadvantage: you are more likely to be under surveillance.

War: right now you can do lone wolf attacks, but the West is not fertile for a full on war yet. Rather, the increasing amount of attacks from both sides will gradually create a state of war.

We will be doing all the techniques in the order they are listed so you can slowly grow your gang, making it rich and self-sufficient first, then get many recruits and finally make a militia of force and strength. I have already explained there are endless ways of getting money, so I will now start explaining how recruiting is done by different groups.
How Gangs recruit?

There are different types of gangs, all which have different motives and methods of recruiting.

In Gangs recruit people by making the gang life look awesome. Most hip hop and rap music videos are funded by gangs. Many youth who are at school are enticed into joining gangs, they are told they will get protection from bullies, and also some spending money. In exchange, they will have to do acts of stealing, transporting of dangerous items (like drugs, weapons etc.) and sometimes even killing for their gang. If they do it, their ‘respect’ in the gang will rise (remember the GTA games?), if they don’t, they will lose their gang member status and may be hit severely for their treachery.

To join a gang, a person might be recruited by a friend. If he accepts the invitation, he will go and meet other gang members at a certain chosen place. Here they will start beating him severely with punches and kicks, he might even be burnt with cigars. They are seeing how tough he is. If he can defend himself for a few minutes in the face of aggression, he will be accepted into the gang. If a girl wants to join, she will be raped too by multiple guys and if she stays strong, they will accept her into the gang. If the person weakens and begs for mercy, they will not be accepted into the gang. All these are tests put forward by gangs for new recruits, to make sure they have strong and committed recruits.

Islamic Gangs:

Allah has been merciful to the believers by sending a Merciful way of life. The believers are told to be merciful to each other, and harsh towards the enemy.

So when Muslim armed groups form, they will be supporters of each other. A Muslim can be from any part of the world, from any race, from any culture, but his faith makes him a brother of another Muslim. So there will be a white Muslim, a black and a brown Muslim -all within the same group - their hearts are one, their loyalties are one, they are united in their cause and united in their reliance on Allah (God).

The Mujahideen gain recruits by showing the glamorous nature of Jihad (armed struggle). Emphasising the great rewards for those who struggle to remove oppression and make Allah’s guidance the highest on the Earth. They record spectacular attacks to make their supporters in awe of the Jihad, while putting fear into the heart of the enemy. They can then use these video recordings and show them to Muslims who might be willing to donate to them for defending Muslims and their neighbourhoods.

A new Mujahid Muslim recruit will never be beaten up by fellow Muslims, and a Muslim woman will never be raped, because she is sacred. We are one people, merciful with each other and harsh against the enemy.

So what is the test? How can someone prove they are loyal to the Islamic cause? The answer: Mujahideen leaders will test the new recruit by seeing how he treats the enemy. Will he kill an enemy if he is ordered to by his commander? Will he obey the Commander when he is ordered to follow security precautions? The Mujahideen leadership tests recruits' loyalty based on their obedience, not on their immorality. But remember, you should still put recruits through different tests which you think are best to make sure you have recruited someone trustworthy.

Let’s now take a look at some Non-practicing Muslim Gangs in the West and what they get upto.
A look at ‘Non practising Muslim’ Gangs:

It was Allah’s plan that Muslims in the West would be secluded from other parts of society, they would live in the poor ghettos of Europe where many gangs of different types exist. These different gangs are like the different tribes of pre-Islamic times (Jahiliyah). In a ghetto, there are many opposing gangs, so there will no doubt be weapons.

What we see is ghettos being the perfect place to hide, and get; recruits, knowledge, contacts, and weapons.

I will now give you a preview of how ‘Non practising Muslim’ gangs in the West work to show you how we can take advantage of the atmosphere they have already set up (so we do not have to start from the bottom up.) They have already set up an atmosphere which will empower our Jihad cause, and we should no doubt take advantage of it.

An article from the Sun newspaper from 2010 says:

**Threat - ex-member of Asian gang Amir tells all about underworld**

_Muslims took over British underworld the day Twin Towers fell... other gangs are terrified we’re al-Qaeda_

By NICK FRANCIS. Published: 15th February 2010

In traditional Islamic headgear, Asian ex-gang member Amir poses with his sword and issues the stark warning: _“Britain’s underworld belongs to the Muslims.”_ The 21-year-old, whose organisation turned over thousands of pounds a day from drug-dealing and credit card scams, claims a post- 9/11 fear of terrorism has allowed Muslims to develop a stranglehold on our criminal community. Through Islam, he says, they have numbers which cannot be matched, and rival gangs are being forced out by ruthless Islamic criminals who only deal with each other. They recruit black and white members in Britain’s jails, tempting them to convert to Islam in exchange for a cushier life inside. Once released, the converted cons have access to an entirely new network of Muslim criminal contacts — and are trusted because they pray to Allah. Amir claims that Britain’s underworld will soon be completely dominated by Islamic gangs — and he says the West’s paranoia over terrorism is to blame.

"People don’t f*** with us because they think we’re all in al-Qaeda," he explains. "Our status in the criminal hierarchy changed literally the day the Twin Towers went down."

"From then, Asians have been associated with terrorism. People, including other criminals, think if you’re Asian you’ll blow up a Tube train or bomb an aeroplane." "In the past 20 years we’ve capitalised on that. If we’re going to be thought of as extremists, why not use that fear?" "The reality is that Asian gangs don’t give much of a toss about religion, but with Islam comes fear, and with fear comes power."
Strangehold ... Amir poses with sword as he tells of power of Asian gangs on British underworld. "Religion is important to us only as a way of defining who we can trust and who we can work with." Amir adds: "Young Muslim gangs aren't worried about what Allah makes of their criminal ways — they don't believe in it to that extent. "Through religion we speak the same language, live in the same areas, go to the same schools and can even use mosques as a safe place away from the police or other gangs. **If you f*** with a Muslim gang you'd better be able to run fast or hide well, because they will come back at you in numbers.**" You do not have to look far to find an example of this.

In 2007 white schoolboy Henry Webster was beaten with a hammer by a huge gang of Asian pupils calling themselves the Asian Invasion. The 15-year-old pupil at the Ridgeway School in Wroughton, Wilts, was left brain-damaged. Since then, it has been said in court that the school was the scene of numerous violent incidents involving Asian youths who were "radicalised and hostile" since the 2005 London bombings. And in March last year, Judge Giles Forrester warned that London's streets are becoming "increasingly dangerous places" as he jailed an Asian gang for stabbing to death rival black gang member Jevon Henry, 18, in north London. mpu Jevon Henry and a pal had been trying to extort money from drug dealer Muhid Abdul, 25. The pair were ambushed on the Lisson Green estate by Abdul and four accomplices. Abdul stabbed Henry, while pal Toufajul Miah, 19, hit him with a hammer. Amir claims another motive for his own choice of weapon.

He says: "We carry swords for protection. I've had to use mine more than once. "Problem is, these days nobody fights on their own. You'll get attacked by a whole gang, so you have to have something like this to stop people messing. "Some people do carry guns, but very rarely. The police constantly stop and search young Asians in London and I'd rather get caught with this than a gun because the punishment is less."

The Sun discovered that most of Britain's prisons are dominated by Muslim gangs.

We spoke to a former prisoner we will refer to only as Steven, who was repeatedly approached by prison imams — Muslim priests — and asked to convert. **Steven, who is British-born and white, rejected the approaches.** He says: "When I went inside the Muslims offered me help from top lawyers on the outside who would fight to get my sentence changed, if I joined them. "I always resisted, but you have to understand how tempting it is to convert. First, you have their protection. You're totally alone in prison when you get there, and if you can't look after yourself life is hell. You're beaten, robbed and bullied. "Second, every Friday Muslims are allowed prayer meetings. This is free time away from the guards, so they can plot, make new contacts and often discuss anti-West ideology. "Muslims also get better food. They have money sent in for their kitchens from the Muslim community outside, and they get special Halal dishes stipulated by Islam. "Then, **when a converted prisoner finishes his time, he leaves as an even bigger criminal with an entirely new contact book of Muslim criminals to do business with.** "To avoid a life of hell you join a gang' ... Amir says recruitment to Asian criminal groups starts early. Steven, who has spent time in eight prisons, adds: "Where the Muslim gangs come into their own is shifting drugs. If a white gang from London buys a kilo of coke, they then have to sell it. "You can only sell your gear if you have contacts. **The white gang will only know a few people in their area**
and won't trust or be trusted by other gangs. They won't deal with Eastern European, black or Asian gangs. "But the Muslim network is vast and stretches up and down the UK, so they can shift drugs extremely quickly. That makes the money-making potential of a Muslim gang a hundred times that of a British or European gang."

Drug-dealing and credit card fraud are the areas in which London-based Asian gangs are most active. In fact, some dealers get so busy that even their mobile phone SIM cards become a commodity. Steven says: "A drug gang's number can be worth hundreds of thousands. Say they have 100 punters phoning that number every day asking for a fix — that means thousands of pounds of business. "The SIM card of that phone can be sold to another gang because the junkies who phone don't give a s**t who is dropping off their crack or smack, they'll just keep calling. "I've heard of SIM cards selling for up to £ 250,000 ."

According to Amir, Asian gangs start early. He says: "If you go to school in an ethnic area you either join a gang or end up bullied, in some cases to the point of being killed. "So to avoid a life of hell a kid joins a gang. Once you're in, life is easy — no more beatings, people to talk to, stuff to do. "After school you graduate into more serious gang activity. You've got no qualifications because you've spent your school years resisting authority, and suddenly you need to make money. "A boss can make up to £8,000 a day running a gang of 40 workers drug-dealing or scamming credit cards, and a worker can make £1,000 . "With the police getting more intelligent and busting people more, money is getting harder to make. "Ten years ago, Asian gangs would go to war with Yardies and white gangs. But now, we've got London all sewn up, so the only people we end up warring with is each other. "We have no one to compete with other than our own people, so Muslim gangs are starting to fight. "Muslims have this country under control. Nobody can touch us."


We learn a lot of things from this which we can use to our advantage. We learn that;

- In European countries – Muslims are a minority, but they are the most powerful in the blackmarket and underworld (we cannot confirm if Amir is exaggerating but we can agree that Muslim gangs have firm roots in the turfs where Muslims have a strong presence.)
- Muslim gangs trust each other and even though they’re not practising Muslims – they have a close loyalty to each other because they realise unity of faith is a sign of strength against outsiders.
- They use fear as a tactic, and praise al-Qa’idah and the Islamic State for their brutality, and it is this fear which puts terror into the hearts of their enemies.
- They rule the prisons and have communities inside it which support each other.
- They have a lot of existing contacts by which they can make business deals with members of the blackmarket, and these sim cards can be bought from each other for a price.

It’s important to remember this phenomena of Muslim Ghetto gangs is spread all over Europe. Example: in the UK most gangs are South Asian Muslims, in France they are Maghribi Arab gangs, in Germany they are Turkish gangs, in Finland they are Somali gangs etc. All Muslim gangs who are non-practicing Muslims have loyalty to their religion even though they do not practice it, and especially when they are threatened by a common enemy such as the neo-Nazis'.
Infiltrating other gangs:

A strategy of the Islamic State is to get its members to hide in different groups, they infiltrate the different gangs to gain information about their secrets. These secrets are passed onto the Islamic State leaders who can then take advantage of the other groups’ secrets later on. Your gang members can do this with the ghetto gangs, or if you have a white convert – he might be willing to infiltrate the neo-Nazi gangs. You might be afraid that the gangs will force you to take drugs and do other forbidden things, but you do not have to. In fact, gangs will trust you more if you are a member who prays and does not do the forbidden things. Gangs in the USA (i.e., the Bloods and the Crips) have Muslims who pray but still do the gang work. If someone asks you why you pray but do gang work, you can make an excuse that you’re doing it for ‘protection and the excitement.’

Being part of gangs of your ethnicity will give you a lot of useful knowledge. You will be able to find out which types of people are fertile to be recruited to your gang in the future, which ones spill secrets, and where they get their money and weapons from. All this will be useful knowledge because you will be able to find contacts in the blackmarket to get hold of whatever you need for your Mujahideen group.

Getting weapons from the Blackmarket:

Getting hold of weapons is an inevitable part of the Jihad struggle. When getting hold of weapons, blend in with the gang lifestyle look. You’re trying to blend into the gang look without looking religious. The Mujahideen did this in the early days of Iraq, and you will have to do it in the West. We have given a detailed story in ebook 1: How to Survive in the West, of how Omar Nasiri, and the Kouachi brothers bought guns from weapon dealers in Belgium and France. It’s important to get all sorts of technology in your hands too, the latest technology which is a must have are commercial drones with cameras on them which you can buy from gadget stores and use to spy at buildings for strategic planning, and even at enemies whereabouts and their turfs.

Now that Muslims have a strong foothold in the blackmarket within the West, it is even more easier to get hold of weapons. We have explained in the previous ebook that you should not look Islamic in your dress or style.

There are many advantages in this. Some advantages include that:

i - you can get hold of weapons without looking like a terrorist infront of the weapons Dealers.

ii - you will look like a normal gangster so everyone (both the gangsters and police will deal with you less harshly.) There are already many gang members of different ethnicities (including your ethnicity) in the streets, they are not being treated harshly and are considered as 'petty gang criminals'. If you blend in as one of them, you will be able to get hold of weapons easily. They will even trust you more because you are considered as 'one of them.'

iii - If the police starts raiding gang members of your ethnicity and accusing them all of being undercover terrorists (after reading this book), then it (the police) will gain more enemies, and as a result, we -the Mujahideen- will gain more allies. This can be an advantage in the future because if they criminalize all of our ethnic people, we will not be specifically targeted, everyone will -so we will have more allies who are against the police, and therefore more layers of defence. If the police decides to ally with these gangs, then they will not fully trust each other because gangs by nature are involved in criminal activities and do not trust the police.
Cell Networking with other trusted Muslims:

Once you have enough money, weapons, and knowhow of how to make explosions – you will want to work with your loyal gang friends and more people to defend Muslims in your community from the common enemy.

Remember that growing your numbers is the riskiest stage. As soon as a Cell of trustworthy brothers begin working with others, they put themselves in the risk of recruiting spies who are paid by the police. So you have to make a decision, will you keep your group small and more secure? Or will you grow it and risk infiltration? Only you will know your situation better and you have to plan accordingly.

How AQ reduced the ability of spies: In the mid 2000s, Al Qa’idah would work in small cells of independent groups. They worked as friends with different cells, but not side by side with them. Instead, the leader of one cell would be friends with a leader of another cell. Only leaders would communicate with each other, whereas the followers would not know anything about the other cell and its members. This made it harder for spies to know everything if they infiltrated into one Cell.

The Mujahideen work together in small cells of about 5 people. They devise a plan before they are ever captured. The plan is to contact each other a few times everyday to know if everyone in the cell is well, if a friend does not answer any phone call for 3 days - they know he has been imprisoned. So they will break and disband their small Mujahideen cell, and go into hiding by leaving the town or country.

They plan that if a brother has been imprisoned, then he has to keep the secrets of the Mujahideen cell for 3 days of interrogation. After these 3 days, he can tell all the secrets to the interrogators because the cell has already broken and the men have gone into hiding.
**Interrogation:**

How does he survive the interrogation for 3 days? In the training camps, Mujahideen leaders would raid their recruits camps in the middle of the night and kidnap the person, blindfold him and hang him upside down to mentally torture him, pretending the enemy has really raided their camp. How does he handle it? Can he be patient? Will he tell lies to fool the enemy?

Someone might think I am exaggerating and things like this do not happen in the West. But let me tell you what happened to brother Zakariya Ashiq who has been sentenced to 6 years in prison.

"A young Muslim who allegedly tried to join Islamic State in Syria wept as he told jurors he fled Britain for his "safety" after being "tortured" by unidentified shadowy figures.

Zakariya Ashiq, 20, from Coventry, left the UK on November 6 last year on a bus from Victoria Station in London and made his way via Amsterdam, Frankfurt and Bulgaria to Jordan, his Old Bailey trial heard.

But when he failed to cross the border to reach his intended destination of Syria, he flew back to Heathrow where he was arrested on November 20.

Giving evidence in his defence, Ashiq told how he was approached by West Midland anti-terror police and the anti-radicalisation organisation, Prevent, after he was stopped as he attempted to go to Corfu in July last year.

MI5 then made contact and "pestered" and "harassed" him during 12 meetings in hotel conference rooms to help them and reveal the leaders of his friends, Ali Kalantar and Mohammed Ismail, who had already gone to Syria, he said.

Ashiq said he would tell them if he ever heard about a terror attack on British soil but he did not want to spy on Muslims for them and give them information about Syria.

In their last meeting some seven days before Ashiq left the UK, the operatives promised they would leave him alone, the defendant said.

On five occasions between July and November last year, "shadowy figures" in balaclavas with London and American accents dragged him off the street in Coventry into a white van where they blindfolded him and put him in handcuffs, he said.

On the first occasion, they drove him out of the city before they took his blindfold off and demanded to know who his friends in Syria answered to and where they were located in Syria.

Ashiq said: "At first I thought it was a joke. I thought it could be my friends messing around. Once they took off the blindfold they gave me a pen and paper and said 'write down the leaders of Ismail and Ali'.

"They showed my mum's prescription, my fingerprints. They said 'we know everything about you, there's nothing you can hide from us'."
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Afterwards, the men drove him back to Coventry and dropped him off, he said.

On the other four occasions, Ashiq said he was again picked up when he was alone on the street and taken to a building which might have been a warehouse, where he was blindfolded and handcuffed on a chair.

The defendant became tearful as he told the jury: "They would put a towel on your face, pour water on you and you get a drowning sensation. (waterboarding)"

"I was choking up the water. I thought I was going to die. Then afterwards, they do the same thing again but I took a gulp of air before they did it and it was the same questions again and again."

He went on: "I just said, 'just kill me now. I prefer death than torture'. Personally, I wanted to die. There's no point for me to live life if that's what life in the UK is. This country hates Muslims, the way they tortured me."

Asked by his lawyer Paul Hynes QC why he never mentioned these encounters to the police, Ashiq said: "I didn't trust them. I thought I would seem like a mad man saying these things."

Quizzed by Mr Hynes on why he decided to quit Britain in November last year, Ashiq said: "For my safety. "I just needed to get out of this place. All the time I was looking over my back. When I see people walking on the street they are all happy, hunky-dory, they have no idea about what's gong on. "I was going to a place of safety. I thought the only place you seek that's independent of the UK is the caliphate."

Asked if that was the same as ISIS, Ashiq said they were two separate things but "intertwined".

As he described his cross-country journey to Jordan sleeping in mosques en route, Ashiq said: "I'm willing to do anything to survive - for my own safety"


Many Muslims after reading this will backoff the Jihad cause, they will become afraid. But Allah tells us:

'It is only shaytan who makes you fear his allies, but do not fear them but fear Me, if you are truly believers.' (Quran 3: 175)

"Have Terror of Me only" (Quran 2:20)

The word Rahb in this verse is the word used for Terrorism (iRhaab). Allah is telling us, if you fear and have Terror of anything, then it should only be of Him. If you have Terror of only Allah, then you will fulfill your obligation of Jihad and He will give you unimaginable strength and miracles.

Why are you networking now? Because the police will be extra suspicious of your community by this stage, so you are now forming small networks of contacts who will defend each other from police raids.
BUILDING DEFENCES:

Building your Defences:

Muslim houses are raided today, everyday, under the accusations of Terrorism. A Muslim might just want to leave the country to preserve his faith, and somehow that is 'Terrorism'. The police in the West is waging an act of war against us and keeping us all in a state of constant fear. The home is your castle, and every person wants to defend his family incase he is raided by the enemy.

Once you start cleansing and defending your neighbourhoods, and start seeking tools of defence, the tyrant governments will start going on alert. They will fear they are losing control of their grip over you, so they will send police to raid your homes.

So the first thing you want to do is fortify your home. You cannot sit back at home feeling weak, timid, and afraid that they will raid you whenever they feel like it. Rather, you will defend your property because you own it because you paid for it. The Earth belongs to Allah, He has given you this home, do not make it easy for them to raid your privacy and kidnap you whenever they want. Be a Mujahid and resist their aggression. In 2013 in the USA, an African-American brother called Abu Luqman had his mosque raided, he fought back with his gun and instead of being captured was martyred. You do not want to be imprisoned for 20+ years after being captured. So build layers of defence to protect yourself.

Goal 1: Fortify your homes:

The first thing you should do is similar to what many neighbourhoods in America do when they fear gangsters, criminals and enemies. It is to put metal doors with metal locks behind your main doors, so if your home door could be kicked open in the past, now they cannot. Your main doors of entrance are blocked by strong metal. Put iron bars (like the ones in prisons) behind your windows so even if they smash the window, they cannot enter into your home easily. Your excuse can be you fear criminals from breaking into your home.

Watch the "Home Alone" movies to see the booby traps the small boy uses to stop the enemy from entering his home. (I.e. he would put hundreds of marbles on the floor to make the raiding enemy slip and fall once he entered the house.) The booby trap ideas are endless and even though they look comical, they are excellent defences which buy you time.

These security measures can be countered, for example the Military-Police (yes, the world will see more of it in the coming years) will be much more lethal and will use bombs to break through metal doors, but that doesn't matter. Our agenda through this technique is to simply buy time so we can call for backup support from fellow brothers in the town. (more about this will be discussed in a later chapter.)

Goal 2: Speed-dial Contacts:

Buy panic alarms which inform your brothers you have been raided and need help, keep a phone with you on speed dial to important friends numbers, and keep a baseball bat or metal bar with you.
all the time. Train and test these tools by practicing and simulating yourself in a case of an emergency so you know how to react when it really happens.

You are making defensive measures for yourself, and will keep improving your defensive methods over time as you get more tools, resources, contacts and ideas so you have better improved methods and layers of defence.

Train your families too, tell them that martyrdom and death for Paradise is better than humiliation in imprisonment. Remember the saying of Allah’s Messenger, Muhammad (peace be on him) who informed us that: ‘A believer who dies defending his; religion, himself, his family, and his wealth is a martyr.’ Instill love for martyrdom in their lives and inform them of the alternative (imprisonment, torture and abuse in the dungeons of the enemy.) Inform them of the rewards of Paradise, so they seek it.

Muslims who doubt the Jihad in the west should see this picture. The brother in the Garland shooting in the Texas, USA (April 2015) never got to kill any enemy, but he tried, and he died with his shahada (index finger) pointing to the sky – testifying to the Oneness of Allah (God) even after his death.

Goal 3: Cars as Weapons:

If you look at the Palestine vs Israel conflict today, you will see the Palestinians are prevented from carrying weapons. Anyone with a weapon is arrested, imprisoned and interrogated by Israel’s police. The Western governments are following the same rules of Israel and prevent people from carrying weapons.

The Palestinians have therefore resorted to using cars as tools of war, and also knives/machettes as weapons which are easily available from DIY (Do it Yourself) stores. They will run over the occupying Israeli police when they get an opportunity, at other times they will stab the Israeli occupying soldiers with knives and machettes. They know that they could get captured, their knife taken off them, so they will carry a spare knife and keep fighting till death (this is why learning knife skills and building up stamina is important). Events like this happen daily in occupied Palestine, and many brothers there have gained martyrdom through these attacks on the occupying enemy. So be happy that the Jihad of the Ummah is returning and be happy that you are a part of it.
**Fortifying cars:**

When you crash a car or truck once, it becomes useless. However, if you weld/solder big metal pieces at its front, it becomes a tough and powerful tool of war which you can use many times to deter enemies. Keep this type of truck or car private in your garage, and only use it in a time of war. Now imagine you had a few Muslim brothers who had prepared fortified trucks like you too?

**The Raid begins:**

When you hear they are trying to raid your home, you will have a bit of extra time because of your home fortifications. Your number 1 priority will be to maintain quick communication with your brothers for backup support. Whoever's house is raided will inform others through his speed dial or panic alarm so others can come to his aid quickly.

Those who come to his aid should work to overwhelm the enemy police with their numbers and tools and quickly reach them where they are trying to raid the brother. Because remember, if they raid one brother, they will raid you all soon in the future. Defending this 1 brother saves you all and is your 1st line of unity and defence. Think ahead, put road blocks in the police's routes of escape. (Study war strategies to see how enemies are sieged, how to make road blockades and also how to defeat road blockades.) You should know your neighbourhood well and have roadblocking tools and trenches already.

In the past you feared when they would raid you, today the police will fear who will attack them during a raid.

Remember brothers that no matter how advanced their equipment is, the (Military)-police are weak and afraid. The difference between us and them is that we seek martyrdom, while they fear death. The police in the West has never truly tasted resistance, so they are soft and will flee if they get the opportunity. They are not ready to die for their job, they are doing this as a 9 to 5 job only, but we are planning day and night to reach home in Paradise.

Bring out your fortified cars and trucks, and smash the police cars from behind. This prevents them from escaping. Find the brother who is raided and free him, and take the police down by whatever means you have available, have no mercy like they had no mercy when they raided you, and capture their weapons. You will use these weapons against them.

Be aware that more police will come as backup support, so now is the time to put your own roadblocks to prevent their entry. Get ready for gun wars, or crash cars (remember how gangs in Fast and the Furious movies work together to crash the police with their trucks). This is when the brothers who are excellent with cars, garages and mechanics will shine in their car war fortification tools to strengthen the Muslims.

Call more sincere brothers from the area get backup support from other towns. This is when true loyalties will shine, and the insincere hypocrites will be exposed.
The end of this battle will be victory for you if you stay firm, or you will achieve martyrdom. The greatest worldly victory is that you have united and become a strength against the police which was only 'strong' due to our lack of action. You are working like a networked gang, like a tribe who supports each other against the enemy no matter where. If you have instilled the love for martyrdom amongst your people, then they too will rise to atleast morally support you and deny the police intelligence. If they do not, warn them beforehand that they will face subjugation like those before them.

'Then fight in the cause of Allah, you are not held responsible except for your own self. And inspire the believers (to fight). Perhaps Allah will stop the evil might of the disbelievers? and Allah is Mightier and Stronger in punishing.' (Quran 4:84)

'Those who, (when the) people said to them: 'The people have gathered against you, 'so fear them.' But it only increased them in faith and they said: 'Allah is sufficient for us, and He is the best Wakeel (one who rids you of your problems). So they returned back with the blessings of Allah and His favour, no evil touched them, and they returned with the pleasure of Allah. And Allah is the owner of great favours. (Quran 3: 173-175)
The Battle of Badr – the victory repeated throughout history:

In the battle of Badr – the Muslims of Madinah faced the biggest superpower in Arabia – the Quraysh. They set off with only wooden sticks in their hands as they were not prepared for a battle (they thought they were only going for a raid). However, Allah aided them miraculously so that they won the battle and got huge spoils of war (ghaneema). Every Muslim is aware of the victory of the battle of Badr.

Many times throughout history, especially modern history – the Mujahideen have set off to battles to raid an enemy caravan or convoy with meagre weapons, only for Allah to return them with huge amounts of spoils of war which they can use for future battles. Not surprisingly, they would always call such a battle the ‘Battle of Badr’ also. If you make your best preparations, and do it to support Allah’s religion, and have true faith and certainty in Allah’s promise – He will fulfil the same promise for you and give you one of the two beautiful things - victory or martyrdom.

Another consequence of the battle of Badr is that when you – the weaker enemy - wins the war against the strongest superpower, suddenly all your competitors (including gangs, thugs, militias etc.) begin to fear you and everyone has an awe of the army of Allah. A consequence of this is some sincere ones from them decide to abandon their previous allegiances and join you, and the others do not mess with you. This is extremely important to emphasise to your brothers before a battle.

Take lessons from the battles of the Messenger of Allah (peace be on him), and emphasise the great rewards of Jihad in Allah’s path. The best book on Jihad which all the brothers should study and memorize is “The Book of Jihad” by Ibn Nuhaas. It is available online.

@Jazrawi_Camel (May 30 2015):
Best thing about battles is they [the Islamic State] go to battle on foot and come back with all these vehicles
The Military Police:

The police you see today will be replaced by the Military Police. They resemble the American forces which invaded Iraq 10 years ago.

They wear body armour, masks, knee and elbow pads, boots and hold rifles. They will attempt to raid your homes and they will try to capture you or kill you. Your group too has to buy such items to counter their aggression.

One more thing, American and Israeli forces would wear diapers against Mujahideen ;) Which shows that behind all this bravado, they still are cowards who want to go back home safely while you seek death. If you defeat them, all their equipment will be yours. What have you got to lose?
We have around only 3 years until the next major elections. You will see in these coming years a huge shift in politics towards the far right in the West. This is due to; poverty, austerity, migrants 'stealing all our jobs', the growing power of the Islamic State in the Muslim world, and people wanting a change in politics. The far right parties are a new alternative for people to release their anger, and this is becoming clearer everyday on the media.

These far right groups promise harshness especially against Muslims. You will see the Christian Spanish Inquisition words used especially in their rhetoric.

Sarah Palin: 'Waterboarding Is How We’d Baptize Terrorists' If I Were In Charge (HuffingtonPost.)

A member of UKIP (a far right racist group in the UK which is becoming increasingly popular) said:

"Islam is evil", he described Muslim children as “devil kids”, and called for Pakistan to be “nuked”. - Jackie Garnett (UKIP local election candidate in Oldham)

“Ban Islam and knock down all mosques.” - Ken Chapman (UKIP local election candidate in Amber Valley)

“Islam is a cancer that needs eradicating multiculturism does not work in this country clear them all off to the desert with their camels that’s their way of life.”
- James Elgar (UKIP local election candidate in Runnymede)

This trend is common in the rhetoric of all right wing political movements in Europe, which are gaining an increasing amount of support over the years.

These are the type of Political groups which will come into power in the years close to 2018. They will make laws which legitimise locking up Muslims, torturing them with the torture Muslims experienced in the dungeons in Iraq (such as Abu Ghraib), Bagram and Guantanamo Bay, all under the claim of National security. They will give freedom of movement to racist groups to target 'the inside enemy' by fighting the Muslims and destroying their mosques.

But be glad O Muslims, this Jihad is different to the Spanish Inquisition which happened 500 years ago. At that time, the Muslims had destroyed their faith through materialism, but now we will rise because we have overcome materialism and we desire death and martyrdom. The Ummah (Muslim nation) in its entirety is waking up from its deep sleep. The Jihadi spirit is being awoken, and we have been promised the conquest of Rome. “So do not weaken, and do not be grieve, and you will be superior if you are true believers!”
Goal: Making your own independent communities:

Allah informs us;

Indeed there has been a perfect example for you in Ibrahim (Abraham) and those with him, when they said to their people - 'No doubt, we are free from you and whatever you serve besides Allah (God). We have rejected you, and there has started between us and you hostility and hatred forever, until you believe in Allah alone...' (Quran 60:4)

In the West, many non Muslims think Muslims are working hard on making 'Muslim only' zones, so they too are making 'white only' zones. A Muslim cannot go into the white only zones without feeling uncomfortable, afraid he could be beaten and robbed at any moment for looking different. The non Muslims also feel like this in Muslim majority areas. It is likely this distrust between both types of communities will remain for a long time in the coming future.

In the coming years, friction between neo-Nazi neighbourhoods and Muslim communities in the West will increase. The neo-Nazis' are already trying to win over politicians, and influential people in society to their anti-Islamic cause. This division will become more clear in the coming years when more and more far right Political factions (with neo-Nazi thugs as their militias) are elected and become rulers of cities and countries. During such a time, racist hospital staff and other public servants who hold anti-Muslim views will not cater for Muslims and we will be considered outsider enemies by society as a whole. Other ethnicities will stay quiet out of fear but soon they will have to pick sides. People will have to return to the tribal type of life and make local gangs for protection of their own communities. (Remember the Playstation game, Assassins Creed? abit like that.)

So we too, need specialist Muslims with specialised skills to be active members and parts of our neighbourhoods. We know there are many Muslim doctors, businesses and all sorts of Muslim professionals. We need to support their businesses, and in return they will become active members of our Muslim society, who offer us services when such services are refused to us by government sponsored hospitals. We need to invite such professionals to our Dawah stalls and be gentle and generous with them.

To my non Muslim readers; We Muslims actually wanted to leave the West and join the Islamic State to be with our brethren, but your governments refused, took our passports away (even though we wouldn't mind if they let us escape 1st) and locked us up instead. So do not blame us for wanting to defend ourselves when racist politicians will make draconian policies against us in the future. But also remember that if you leave us alone, then we too will leave you alone - you will not be harmed. Our Jihad is against the oppressive leadership who is plotting against us day and night.

Right now, good Muslims are giving charity to poor Muslims abroad. But you are aware there is an agenda by governments to stop this, claiming the charities support 'terrorists' abroad. It's possible it will be a crime to give charity donations abroad in the near future. But don't be saddened O believers, because this will be the same time when Muslims will be going through difficulties in the West, so we will be in need of funding the poor locally, so supporting each other with charity will be a priority instead.

Making your own independent community consists of having doctors, make-shift hospitals, engineers, mechanics, computer programmers/hackers, businesses and trade, manufacturers and whatever role you can think of in society. The praise is for Allah we do not have a deficiency of Muslim experts in all these fields, but we need to centralise all these experts within one turf land,
something we had already prepared in the Propaganda Arm period. Muslims are encouraged to emigrate (literally: make Hijrah) to other Muslim majority cities/towns in their country where they feel there is a good effort in making a practical and active Islamic community like we have described within this chapter. The aim is to follow the model of early Madinah during the life of Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him) within our own cities. It is possible that Mujahideen who have entered Europe from the Middle East may also find safety here with us and share their skills. Once we have secured our own turf, we need to entice the enemy just like Shaykh Osama did, and that is when we pounce.

**Goal: the neo-Nazi protestors:**

We are aware the neo-Nazi movement is growing everyday in Europe, their protests are increasing, and the confrontations are intensifying.

As a result of this, we know our neighbourhoods will get threatened. The neo-Nazis' will get more intimidating, they will enter into our personal spaces, and attack our women, our Mosques, and our properties. This is why Fortifying your properties is necessary before they can reach your homes. (see chapter on Fortifying homes).

You will also have to make many layers of defence in your neighbourhood turf. You will have to have radios by which you can communicate with each other, have brothers who will patrol the streets on the day neo-Nazi protests announce their protest, so inform the Muslims in the neighbourhood of what is going on and what they should do. Make road blocks and put barriers to block off your streets and Dawah bases. These events will be like the battle of the Trench (Khandaq) during the life of Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him). It is a matter of survival and it is a defensive Jihad.

After laying out your defences, you will react according to the threat.

If the threat is neo-Nazi protestors without weapons: then you too should call out your fellow Muslims to protest. You are calling out to the citizens of your turf. Either they will come out willingly, or through your pressure. You are informing them they are under threat if they do not respond to the call.

These citizens will also protest peacefully and are forming a layer of defence so the enemy cannot overrun your turf and loot it. This is 'soft war'. You are not reacting violently because this will give them a justification to attack.

But what if the neo-Nazis do attack?

This is when the Mujahideen brothers who cover their faces with bandannas come out. They will repel the enemy aggression harshly by any means at their disposal.

"The [Islamic State] men always appeared wearing black masks, which not only made them look terrifying, but also meant that no one could know how many of them there actually were. When groups of 200 fighters appeared in five different places one after the other, did it mean that IS had 1,000 people? Or 500? Or just a little more than 200?"
These can be used against the enemy protestors. We have also discussed in an earlier chapter that brothers who are seeking martyrdom should fortify their cars and drive their cars into the enemy. Harm them and deter them in such a way that they think twice before attacking us again.

Do not be afraid that you are less in number. Remember that Allah will support you like He supported the Mujahideen in al-Madinah, in Afghanistan, Iraq, and al-Sham (Syria), when they were less in number and surrounded by the disbelievers. "And remember when your Lord inspired the Angels, saying: 'I am with you so keep firm those who believe. Soon I will throw terror into the hearts of those who disbelieve so strike them above their necks and on every body joint.." (Quran 8:12) This moment will be a true test of your faith. Remember, you were of those who sought shahada (martyrdom) in Syria, but you were prevented. Now it has come to your neighbourhood, will you not seek Paradise?

Do you not see that most people converted to Islam in Madinah and not Makkah?

Why? Because the Muslims in Madinah were an armed community which could defend itself. So people joined it for protection. In Makkah, every Muslim had to call to Islam but had no protection.

The majority of people in the world do not join a group or nation because of philosophical ideas, but more for safety and protection. If you are a 3rd generation Muslim in the West, ask yourself - did your parents come to the West because they wanted to be posh white men? Ofcourse not, most came because they liked the stability and the opportunity to find a job.

If you can make a community of faith who supports each other, with weapons to deter outsiders, and martyrdom seekers – people of ethnic minorities and even disenfranchised white people who belong to other religions and ways of life - will rush to join you and will even become Muslims for that protection. This is how your population and strength will grow.
THE OFFENSIVE TOWARDS ROME:

Allah says:

O you who believe, fight those of the disbelievers who are close to you, and let them find harshness in you. And know that Allah is with the good doers. (Quran 9:123)

Your attacks at the beginning will be small in retaliation to the attacks of the enemy in your turf. They will try to hit you where it hurts, so you too will hit them where it hurts. These hits between both sides will increase the intensity of the conflict, and gradually a full on war will ignite. The war will be so severe that there will be no such thing as the police, and it will be Mujahideen vs neo-Nazis’ head on. The tyrant far-right governments will arm these militia with weapons, and these will be our spoils of war. Just like the Islamic State has got a billion+ dollars worth of American Humvees in Iraq, we too will capture the weapons they are using to fight us.

Our priority is to expand out of our towns and reach other Muslim neighbourhoods where there are other Mujahideen groups so we can force a merger, or to move where oppressed Muslims need our help. This is because Allah tells us:

'If they seek your help in religion, then it is your duty to help them.' (Quran 8:72)

If there are Weapon factories on the way, then the weapons should be captured from there to build up our weapons arsenal.

Recruiting Muslims who have experience in the army should be a top priority, because they will have experience with a range of weapons.

Our main goal isn’t to capture the capital city in the country where we live, instead it is to make a corridor towards the neighbouring country where we can merge with other Muslim groups, and to keep merging and growing in number until we reach Italy’s capital city of Rome. We will have to do this by entering through the North of Italy. Muslims from the United Kingdom merge with the Muslims of France, then Spain, Germany, Scandinavia, until we fully surround Italy from the West and North. To the East of Italy are our Balkan; Bosnian, Albanian and Kosovo Mujahideen brothers so we have surrounded Italy from all sides.
While all this Jihad (struggle) is happening, Europe will have sent its armies into Dabiq in Syria to fight the Islamic State.

The Messenger of Allah, Muhammad (peace be on him) informed us;

"...the Romans will betray you and attack you under eighty flags. Under each flag will be twelve thousand soldiers." (Sahih al Bukhari)

80 flags x 12,000 soldiers = 960,000 Roman (European/American/Australian soldiers) vs the Islamic State. This will inevitably happen after the fall of Iran and no-one can doubt this reality as we see the USA putting full trust on all Shia forces to fight the Islamic State right now. However, when Iran is defeated – then all of the West will be on high alert because they know Rome is the next target – so they will pre-emptively strike and go to Dabiq (on the Turkish-Syrian border first.)

We Muslims in the West will be fighting the neo-Nazi militias of Western countries and not their armies because their armies will be in Dabiq, Syria fighting the great Malhama [literally meaning: ‘slaughter’] (Armageddon) against the Islamic State. We have to defend our communities in Europe, and buy time for the Armageddon in Syria to finish and for the Roman invaders to be defeated. The day these Roman (NATO) armies set off with their 960,000 soldiers to fight the Muslims in Dabiq (Syria), they should realise half the prophecy has already come into effect. The 2nd half of the prophecy is that they will lose, and Muslims will take over Rome.

With European Muslims surrounding Italy from its West and North, the Balkan Muslims from its East, the Islamic State will enter into Italy from its South with its missiles and ships. And ‘you will attack Rome, and Allah will enable you to conquer it.’ - Prophet Muhammad (Sahih Muslim 2900.)

The next stop? The AntiChrist (al-Dajjal) in Israel.